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anD coMMunITIes To prepare For all hazarDs anD becoMe DIsasTer resIlIenT

Small StepS toward preparing your buSineSS for emergencieS

/business

chooSe one or all of the following thingS to do thiS month to prepare your 
buSineSS for a potential emergency:

identify personnel who perform essential functions in 
your business.

cross-train employees in critical operation skills in case 
a key employee is unable to come to work

create a succession plan.

terminology: Words like “critical” and “essential” are used a lot when developing 
disaster plans. Identifying employees who perform essential tasks is important, but it 
can make other employees uncomfortable. Most people don’t want to say that their 
job functions are non-essential. To avoid this, consider using other terms, such as 
“coop” (continuity of operations) functions or “non-coop” functions when determining 
essential and non-essential job tasks and employees. 

Key personnel
Step 6:

Whether you are a business with only a few 
employees or many employees, human capital is 
the heart of your business. Identifying the critical 
functions that your staff performs, and making sure 
that someone is available to do it, is a key part of 
surviving a disaster.

the goal: Identify your key 
personnel and make sure that at 
least one other person could step 
in and do their job in the event that 
they are not able to make it in. 
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create a succession plan.

a succession plan is an important step to defining how you can implement your emergency 
plan effectively.  Your succession plan should allow you to respond quickly and confidently 
in case leadership or vital staff members are unavailable to perform their essential functions 
during a disaster.  It is important that your organizations leadership, including your 
management team or board of Directors, be aware of your succession plan.

Identify what authorities are held by your key personnel. can they sign checks, hire and fire 
employees, or enter into contracts? If so, make sure that the person who will replace them in 
the succession plan is able and prepared to take on those authorities.

Identify your line of succession by utilizing your organization and include this in your formal 
emergency response plan.

identify personnel who perform essential job functions in  
your business.

Your staff is a vital resource in your business. Their skill and knowledge is critical to your 
organization’s success. In a disaster, some employees may not be able to come to work. It is 
important to know ahead of time what tasks must be completed in order for your business to 
continue in a disaster. 

If you created a list of vital business functions in Month 2 (essential business Functions), use 
it now to identify the staff members that you need to complete those functions. They are 
your key personnel.

a list of essential employees (key personnel) should be included in your emergency plan. 
have up to date contact information for them, including alternate phone numbers if possible.

Identify someone else within your organization that may be able to perform their essential job 
functions if they are unavailable in a time of an emergency.
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There are often employees in an organization that are experts in specific areas. They may 
be the only ones who know how to complete specific tasks, or who have information about 
a specific part of your business. If those employees are not available after a disaster, it 
could impact your ability to do business effectively. cross-training employees can avoid that 
situation. Make cross training part of your regular training program.

In your emergency plan, clearly identify who may need to trained to perform some of the 
following essential functions, such as, contract, check and purchase order authorization, 
human resource functions, etc.

clearly establish rules, procedures, and limitations for when authority is delegated and who 
can implement these responsibilities. Make sure to incorporate laws and regulations, union 
contracts, define where authorities come from, and what are the specific guidelines imposed.  
build and incorporate all of this into the training and include this information in your formal 
emergency response plan.

cross-train employees in critical operation skills in case a 
key employee is unable to work.

Information in this factsheet was adapted from: Surviving Extreme Events: A Guide to Help Small Businesses 
and Not-for-Profit Organizations Prepare for and Recover from Extreme Events by Daniel J. Alesch and James 

N. Holly. Available through the Public Entity Risk Institute at http://www.riskinstitute.org.

do1thing.com/business
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